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For the AMANDA collaboration'
This paper briefly summarizes the search for astronomical sources of high-energy neutrinos using
the AMANDA-BIO detector. The complete data set from 1997 was analyzed. For E^ > 10 TeV, the
detector exceeds 10,000 m 2 in effective area between declinations of 25 and 90 degrees. Neutrinos
generated in the atmosphere by cosmic ray interactions were used to verify the overall sensitivity of the
detector. The absolute pointing accuracy and angular resolution have been confirmed by the analysis of
coincident events between the SPASE air shower array and the AMANDA detector. Preliminary flux
limits from point source candidates are presented. For declinations larger than +45 degrees, our results
compare favorably to existing limits for sources in the Southern sky. We also present the current status
of the searches for high-energy neutrino emission from diffusely distributed sources, GRBs, and WIMPs
from the center of the Earth.
B pa6oTe npHBOnaTca o6o6uieHHtie pe3yjibTaTbi HccneflOBaHHS acrpoHOMHHecKHx HCTOHHHKOB HeflTpnno BWCOKHX 3neprHH c noMoinbio zieTeKTopa AMANDA-B10. npoaHajiH3HpoBaHbi 3KcnepHMeHTaibHbie naHHbie, no.iyHemibie c 1997 r. Rim E^ >' 10 TaB sdpcpeKTHBHaa rmomanb xieTeKTopa npeBbimaeT
10000 M 2 Me>Kiry cunoHeHHHMH 25 H 90°. HefiTpHHo, o6pa3yiomnec5i B aTMoccpepe non
KocMimecKHx s\yiev\, ncnojib3OBanHCb ana npoBepKH nojiHoii nyBCTBHTejibHoc™ aeTeKTopa.
HanpaaneiiHa H ymoBoe pa3peuienHe 6buiH nonTBepxmeHbt ananH3OM coBnaaaioiUHx co6biTHfl
ycTanoBKOH no H3MepenHio aTMoccbepnwx ^HBHeii SPASE H aeTeKTopoM AMANDA.
iipcaBapHTe/ibHbie pe3yjibTaTbi na npeaejibi noxoKa OT TonenHbix HCTOHHHKOB H3JiyqeHHH. flna CKJioHeHHH
6o;ibiue, IICM + 4 5 ° , nauiH pe3y;ibTaTbi HaxoaaTca B xopomeM cooTBeTCTBHH c cywecTByioiUHMH npene:iaMn jwa HCTO4HHK0B K)>KHoro ue6ocKjiOHa. TaK»e MU npeiiCTaBJiHeM TeKymee cocTOHHHe HeHTpHHHoro
HiriyHCHHH BbicoKoii 3neprnH OTflHcpcby3HOpacnpeaejieHHbix HCTOHHHKOB, BcnuuieK raMMa-H3JiyHeHHH
it c.ia6o B3aHMoaeiicTByioinnx MaccHBHbix HacTHU B ueHTpe 3e\«H.

INTRODUCTION
The AMANDA-B10 high-energy neutrino detector was constructed between 1500-2000 m
below the surface of the Antarctic ice sheet where the optical properties are suitable for track
reconstruction [1]. The instrumented volume forms a cylinder with outer diameter of 120 m.
The surface electronics is located within a kilometer of the Amundsen-Scatt Research Station
at the geographic South Pole. The detector was commissioned in February 1997 [2,3], and
initial scientific results were presented at the XXIV International Cosmic Ray Conference [1].
Reconstruction methods and detector calibration techniques are introduced in Ref. 4.
AMANDA-B 10 consists of 302 optical modules (OMs), each containing an 8 inch diameter
photomultiplier tube controlled by passive electronics which is housed in a glass pressure
'The full author list of the collaboration is given at the end of the paper.
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vessel. They are connected to the surface by an electrical cable that provides high voltage
and transmits the signals from the OM. The simple, reliable system architecture is responsible
for the low fraction of OM failure (< 10 % after several years of operation, although most
of the failures occur within a week after deployment).
In January 2000, AMANDA-II was completed. It consists of 19 strings with a total of
677 OMs arranged in concentric circles, with the ten strings from AMANDA-BIO forming
the central core of the new detector. New surface electronics consolidates several triggering
functions and adds functionality. New sealers were installed which provides millisecond
resolution — important for Supernova studies. Several technologies were deployed to evaluate
their utility and readiness for future expansion to larger systems...
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Fig. 1. Survey of v 4- v flux predictions from cosmic accelerators of high-energy neutrinos (adopted
from the recent review by Learned and Mannheim [6]). The atmospheric neutrino fluxes are from [7],
for both vertical (1) and horizontal (2) fluxes within a circle defined by a half angle of 4 degrees (labeled
«4 deg bin»). The curves do not include the normalization uncertainty, possibly 20 % in magnitude.
3 — AMANDA-B10 limit reported here; 4 — Ref. 8 for the core emission from 3C273 due to pp
interactions. It also represents neutrino emission from the AGN Blazar Mk501 during 1997 if it emits
half of its TeV gamma ray flux in neutrinos; 5 — Crab Nebula, model I from [9]; 6 — Coma cluster
according to [10]; 7 — core emission from 3C273 due to p—7 interactions [11]; 8 — model [12] for
the relativistic jet of 3C273 including p—p and p—7 interactions, and Supernova remnant gamma-Cygni
(9) and IC 444 (10) according to [13]. The energy bounds on the AMANDA limit are restricted to the
approximate region of sensitivity of the detector

The search for astrophysical sources of high-energy (Ev > 1 TeV) neutrinos is one
of the central missions of the AMANDA detector. Figure 1 provides a survey of model
predictions for the flux of high-energy neutrinos from point-like objects. It also contains the
flux limit reported in this manuscript for sky bins with declinations greater than 30 degrees.
Most theoretical models of potential astrophysical sources of neutrinos predict that the energy
spectrum is very hard, approximately E~2 [5]. Due to the hard energy spectrum, the most
probable energy of the detected neutrino is well above 1 TeV (typically 10-30 TeV).
In this report, we describe physics results obtained by the AMANDA detector. Due
to the very nature of the experiment a classical calibration of the detector via an accelerator beam cannot be performed. It is thus very important to calibrate it with the «beam»
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of atmospheric neutrinos. The observation of atmospheric neutrinos and detailed studies
of down-going atmospheric muons have been used to study the sensitivity of the detector. The observed differences between observation and prediction are within ±30 %, which
is within the systematic uncertainty. After the point source analysis, we present the status of a general search for continuous emission from point sources in the Northern sky,
restricted to declinations greater than +5°. Extraterrestic neutrinos can also arise from
a diffuse flux. A first investigation on such a diffuse flux is presented. We also report preliminary results from a search for high-energy neutrinos from Gamma Ray Bursts
(GRBs). Neutrino signals from GRBs should be correlated in direction and time, greatly
simplifying background rejection. Low-energy neutrinos from burst-like events can also be
detected. An analysis looking for signal from supernova explosions was performed. By
restricting the atmospheric neutrino analysis to a search cone with a half angle of 15° about
zenith, a search was made for neutrino emission from WIMP annihilation near the center
of the Earth. Relativistic magnetic monopoles also emit Cherenkov radiation and a limit
on their flux was calculated. Finally we present an analysis relating meteorological effects
to AMANDA trigger rates via an effective temperature coefficient a T - Unless stated otherwise, all results reported here are based on data collected between April and October of
1997. Due to limitations in the data acquisition and archiving system at that early phase of
operation, the lifetime ranges between 130 and 140 days, depending on the details of the
analysis.

1. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE — ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS
The various physics objectives are best addressed by specialized analyses, although most
are closely related. The search for atmospheric neutrinos can be used to illustrate the general
methods. Trigger events are dominated by down-going atmospheric muons, so analysis
techniques were developed to reject this background while retaining good efficiency for upgoing neutrino-induced muons. Unlike many neutrino detectors, the effective sensitivity
depends strongly on the background rejection requirements, which are considerably weaker
for searches for point sources than for diffuse flux searches.
Monte-Carlo-based simulation programs determined the effective area for background
and neutrino-induced muons. Several important results from these programs were tested by
comparing the background simulation to the experimental data at various steps along the
analysis chain.
Even after selecting events reconstructed as up-going, experimental data is dominated
initially by background events — typically downward-going atmospheric muons with poorly
known directions. This can be seen in Fig. 2 indicated by the flat behavior for less restrictive selection criteria (quality < 4.2). As selection criteria become progressively more
restrictive (increasing values along the x axis), the asymptotic flattening of the ratio (experimental data)/(Signal MC atm v) indicates that the evolution of the experimental data becomes
consistent with signal expectation in the vicinity of the plot where the (BG MC)/Exp ratio
approaches zero. From this evidence (and visual inspection), we conclude that the contamination in the atmospheric neutrino sample from known physics effects is small (< 15 %) for
values of the event quality parameter greater than six. Background simulations with much
greater statistical precision are currently underway.
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Fig. 2. Ratios of passing rates for simulated background (BG MC), simulated atmospheric neutrino
signal (Signal MC atm v), and reconstructed experimental data (Exp) as a function of «event quality*,
a variable which measures the severity of the selection criteria
Fig. 3. Reconstructed zenith angle distribution. The simulated atmospheric neutrino events (shaded
boxes) are normalized to data (filled circles). The vertical widths of the boxes indicate the errors
computed using binomial statistics

Figure 3 shows that the angular distribution of events is also consistent with the simulated
distribution of atmospheric v events. Due to the elongated cylindrical geometry of AMANDABIO, the acceptance shows strong dependence on zenith angle. Thus, the angular dependence
of the atmospheric neutrino sample is consistent with expectation and contamination from
background is small. Finally, the dis90°
tribution of the number of OMs in an
event is also consistent with expectation (Fig. 9).
24h

-90°
Fig. 4. Sky-plot in equatorial coordinates of the neutrino
candidate events found by either of the two analyses

Due to the importance of the atmospheric muon analysis, two distinct analyses have been performed.
Their results are consistent with each
other and with simulation. A skyplot of the combined sample of neutrino candidates can be seen in Fig. 4.
As expected, no obvious clustering
a n d n 0 obvious void can be seen.
Statistical tests show that the distrib-

ution is consistent with random fluctuations taking into account the non-uniform sensitivity
in declination of the AMANDA array.
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2. SEARCH FOR POINT SOURCES
The point source analysis procedure utilizes two essential characteristics of the signal to
simplify the analysis relative to the atmospheric neutrino measurements. First, the sources
are assumed to be point-like, so only events within a selected angular region in the sky are
considered. Second, we use the topological characteristics of spectrally hard neutrino signal to
reject poorly reconstructed atmospheric muons and atmospheric neutrinos, both having softer
spectra. Topological variables include an estimate of muon energy and an assessment of the
spatial fluctuation of the detected signals in a given event. The complete suite of variables
was able to differentiate signal events from several classes of background topologies.
An iterative analysis procedure was developed to maximize S/VBG, where the signal, S,
was computed with an energy spectrum proportional to E~2 for the source. BG is background
from atmospheric muons and atmospheric neutrinos. After optimizing the analysis parameters,
the sensitivity was evaluated for power law spectra with indices between 2.0 and 3.0.
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The point source analysis yields an
event sample of 1097 events which are distributed on the sky as shown in Fig. 6.
Guided by the estimate of angular resolution, the sky was divided into 319 non-overlapping
angular bins. The distribution of counts per sky bin is consistent with random fluctuations,
which were determined by selecting all events within a declination band and randomly redistributing them in Right Ascension.
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Fig. 6. Sky distribution of the 1097 events in the point source analysis. Coordinates are Right Ascension
(RA) and declination (dec). When looking for point sources, one does not optimize signal/noise.
Instead, one is interested in signal/Vnoise for optimal significance. Thus the sample used in this
analysis is about 6 times larger than that in the atmospheric neutrino analysis in Fig. 4
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Fig. 7. The effective area for muon detection as a function of zenith angle for E,, between 0.1 and
100 TeV (180° is vertically up in local detector coordinates)
Fig. 8. Preliminary neutrino flux limit (90 % C.L.) on point sources of high-energy neutrinos as a
function of declination, averaged over RA. The limit is computed for a lower energy threshold of
10 GeV. Note that the power law exponent refers to the neutrino energy spectrum. Also, neutrino
absorption by the Earth is taken into account

The neutrino limits were computed according to
.tlimit/ri -^ cmiinx

(1)

where Acfi is the neutrino effective area weighted by the assumed neutrino energy spectrum.
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This quantity is related to the muon effective area shown in Fig. 7. The factor T\-lve is
the lifetime of the experiment. The term e is the efficiency due to finite angular resolution
and also accounts for non-central source placement within an angular search bin. The term
p,(Ni,,No) generates the 90 % confidence limit according to Feldman and Cousins [16] for
signal events given the measured number of events in the search bin, No, and the expected
background Nb determined from the events in the declination band containing the source bin.
The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 8 for various assumed spectral indices of the
initial neutrino flux.
The inferred limits on neutrino flux apply to point sources with continuous emission (or
episodic emission averaged over a time interval of approximately 0.6 years) and power law
energy spectra with a fixed spectral index above the energy threshold of the detector. The
limits for sources at large positive declination are comparable to the best published limits in
the Southern sky [17].

3. HIGH-ENERGY DIFFUSE FLUX
Many models of diffuse emission from unresolved sources predict an energy spectrum
that is much harder than the atmospheric neutrino spectrum. Therefore, a limit on the diffuse
flux can be extracted by searching for an
Number of modules
excess of events at large energies. A simple, although not very precise, measure of
50
energy of the neutrino-induced muons is
counting the number of hit channels —
Data
optical modules that detected Cherenkov
40
Atmospheric MC
light. Figure 9 shows the distribution of
E'2 spectrum
the hit multiplicity for experimental data,
30
for simulated atmospheric neutrinos, and
for an arbitrarily normalized, relatively hard
{E~~) energy spectrum. The experimen- 20
tal data agree with the atmospheric neutrino spectrum. From the non-observation
10
of an excess of high multiplicity events,
we derive an upper limit on an assumed
diffuse E~2 spectrum. The preliminary
limit (90 % C.L.) is of order dN/dE,, <
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
10~ ( i £' I r 2 cm--'-s- i -sr- 1 -GeV- 1 . This exNumber of channels
perimental limit is below some models Fig. 9. Distribution of the number of optical modules
(e.g., [11]), but still above the recent model- for the data presented in Fig. 3. The MC simulations
independent bound established by Waxman for atmospheric neutrinos and a generic spectrum
and Bahcall [18]. The experimental limit
sr"
can be improved by developing better energy estimators using charge and topological hit information. The response of the detector to
muons with energies in excess of 100 TeV is still under investigation.
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4. GRB SEARCH
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) are thought to be produced by highly relativistic outflows
originating from a compact, explosive event. A search for emission of high-energy neutrinos
correlated in time and direction with GRBs was performed. We examined a total of 78
GRBs detected by BATSE. The T 90 duration of the bursts, defined as the time required
to accumulate between 5 and 95 % of the total counts, varied between 0.2 and 200 s.
Guided by several models for neutrino emission [19,20], the analysis procedure optimized
the effective area of the AMANDA detector for neutrino energies between 100 TeV and
1 PeV. The lack of a statistically significant excess from any GRB examined in 1997 leads
to a range of limits (the variation is primarily due to neutrino attenuation by the Earth
which depends on arrival direction) on the fluence that span from E^dN/dE^ < 0.05 -j0.1 min(l,£,,/£b.- ea k)TeV-crrr 2 (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Individual and combined limits on GRB fluence obtained from 78 GRBs. Theoretical predictions [19,22] are plotted for comparison
The parameter 2?break. which is of order 500 TeV, is the energy that characterizes
the change in the power law of neutrino spectrum (approximately E~l for E,, < Shroak
and E~2 for neutrinos with energies larger than i?i,rCak- Another change in the spectral index is expected at even higher energies, but this feature does not impact on our
analysis. Using all of the GRBs, a preliminary cumulative upper limit of Ef,dN/dE,, <
4- 10~ 4 min(l,£,y/i?i,]eak)TeV-cm" 2 was derived [21]. For comparison, Waxman and
Bahcall [19] predict a fluence of E'^dN/dEiy < 4.8 • 10~ 7 min(l, E^/Elmilk) TeV • cm~-.

5. SUPERNOVA SEARCH
The standard AMANDA operation mode is aimed at detecting and reconstructing long
muon tracks. However, monitoring of a huge ice volume permanently with a few hundred
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PMTs also allows one to search for bursts that follow energy neutrinos, originating, e.g., from
gravitational stellar collapses. Supernova (SN) neutrinos which interact inside the detector
close enough to a given PMT will cause an
enlarged counting rate for the duration of the
SN neutrino burst (typically 10 s).
Once these «noise» rate changes are sampled with a large number of PMTs, coherent fluctuations much smaller than one
standard deviation per PMT become significant.
Such an SN search with the
AMANDA detector, as proposed by [24],
would detect the dominant reaction channel ve + p —> e+ + n with the positron's
Cherenkov light triggering a PMT. The effective detection volume Vc^ per optical module is determined by the optical properties
of the ice, and is calculated to be Veff «
410 m3 [23].
An SN of the same luminosity as SN1987A, located at the cen- Fig. 11. 1997 & 1998 data (left distribution)
ter of our galaxy (8.5 kpc distance), would compared to an equivalent data set simulated for
yield about 100 counts per PMT. Typi- SN1997-A type signals. 90 % of a Supernova
cal noise rates in AMANDA are around neutrino burst located at 8.8 kpc distance would
320 Hz or around 1.1 kHz, depending on be seen above a cut for less than one fake event
the K-40 contamination in the OM glass per year (vertical line)
batch.
The background to this signal is determined by the noise fluctuations of all PMTs. Due
to strict quality criteria, we analyzed only a subset of very stable PMTs (stable noise rates)
over 219.7 days effective lifetime for 1997 and 1998. The results can be seen in Fig. 11. An
SN signal detected with 90 % efficiency at a distance of 8, 4, 2 and 1 kpc would correspond
to a significance of 5, 7, 23.3, 93 and 372 standard deviations respectively.

6. WIMP SEARCH
There is strong evidence for a non-baryonic component in the dark matter in the Universe.
Supersymmetric extensions to the Standard Model provide promising dark matter candidates,
such as the neutral ino. Dark matter in the galactic halo can interact with nuclei in the Earth,
loose energy and become trapped. The annihilation of neutralinos within the core of the Earth
will generate high-energy neutrinos in the nearly vertical direction (cos- 9 < —0.97). For
this highly restricted search cone, the number of events observed agrees with prediction (17
predicted, 15 observed). Therefore, the lack of a statistically significant excess of neutrino
events in the nearly vertical direction can be used to constrain the flux of neutrinos from
neutralino annihilation.
Figure 12 compares the AMANDA limits with predictions [25] for a broad class of
supersymmetric models, and with curves derived [26J from published limits by MACRO [17]
and Baksan [27], illustrating the potential of the technique. Systematic errors associated with
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Fig. 12. High-energy muon flux predictions and experimental limits due to the annihilation of supersymmetric particles in the center of the earth. See Ref. 25 for explanation of symbols. The AMANDA
limit (90 % C.L.) was corrected to correspond to a threshold of 1 GeV
detector sensitivity and neutrino oscillation physics are currently under investigation, but are
expected to weaken the limits.

7. MAGNETIC MONOPOLES
In 1931, P.A.M.Dirac showed that adding magnetic charge and current terms to the
Maxwell equations and requiring gauge invariance and single-valuedness of the wave function
lead to a minimum magnetic charge of qm = l/2a « 137/2e [28]. Forty-three years later
't Hooft established monopoles within the framework of GUTs [29] which required the
creation of monopoles in the early Universe at the time of the GUT phase transition. It has
been discussed whether the highest energy cosmic rays do consist of magnetic monopoles of
mass ~ 1010 GeV, accelerated by the galactic fields (~ 10~G G) [30].
A monopole passing through the AMANDA detector would cause very high light output
(8300 times that of a /z [31] at a velocity 0 ss 1) which again would lead to many PMTs
hit. The search for such bright events is thus the basic principle of monopole detection. The
main background contamination arises from atmospheric showers, which produce bright muon
bundles in the detector.
In order to discriminate against this background, again only events reconstructed as upgoing were analyzed. Figure 13 shows the resulting flux limits for various values of 0. Upper
limits range from 3.6-10" w (at 0 = 0.8) to 1.5-1-0"16 cm-'^s-'-sr" 1 (at 0 = 1.0). Only one
measurement [33] achieves a lower upper limit, using the current induced in a superconducting
coil by monopoles trapped in lunar rock. Whereas that method makes assumptions on the
formation of the moon's surface, our value is based on the direct (non-)observation of a
moving monopole.
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Fig. 13. Upper flux limit (90 % C.L.) for various experiments versus the monopole velocity. Taken
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8. SEASONAL VARIATIONS
Atmospheric muons are produced in the decay of charged pions and kaons, which are
themselves the results of the interaction of cosmic rays with air. It is expected that their
flux is affected by atmospheric variations [34— <*r
36]. At the high atmospheric muon energies 1.4
(> 500 GeV at the surface level) capable of triggering the AMANDA detector, the main effect 1.2 that can be seen is due to the competition between
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summer and winter), it is of interest to search for correlations between the trigger rate recorded
by AMANDA and the meteorological variations.
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The temperature effect at high energy is described by [37]

i?,
where 7M is the muon intensity above the detector energy threshold, A7M is the fluctuation
around a nominal intensity I °, ct{X) is the temperature coefficient and AT(X) and T(X) are
the temperature fluctuation and temperature at a given atmospheric depth X. The integration
is performed across the whole atmosphere. As discussed in [35], an effective temperature
Teff can be defined to replace equation (2) by

Fitting the relative trigger rate to the relative variation of Teg, taking into account the
errors on both variables, we get ax = 0.86 ± 0.05, as can be seen from Fig. 14.
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